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CHAPTER I_
THE CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT
"The process of constant and unchecked decentralization and land
speculation; is a real menace to all our cities and to the stabi lity
of civic values ••••• To put an end to this unplanned decentralization
process we must reverse the trend, establishing what we may call a
process of recentral i zation."
From&

"The Heart of the City"

The Central Business District is frequently referred to as the heart of
t he American city; it is t he s i t e of the

g~eatest

concentration of offices,

personal service and r etai l est ablishments , and of the ci ty's highest land
values•

It is the chi ef

ocus of pedestrian and automobile traffi c.

Econom-

ically, the Centr ai Busines s Di s t rict is one of the mos t important parts of the
city structure because it is the t rading, ser ici ng and governmental center and
•

the daily work shop of a considerable labor force.

It is also a substantial

source of tax revenue.
In recent years, as the urban ar eas of cities expanded and the supermarket
and sbopping center came into being with their spacious parki ng areas and other
attractive features, an increasing interest is being directed to the Central
Business District • its status and future function.

The changing marketing

habits of the consumer coupled with the ready availability of free parking at
decentralized areas, is stimulating owners of centrally located properties and
city officials to consider seri ously measures to preserve t he value and prestige
of the Central Business District.

Owner s are apprehensive over increased

vacancies and reduced rents , and off i cials are observant of declining tax
revenues.

ATLANTIC

AVENUE

THE STREET OF THE OLD

AND THE NEW

2

The crisis faced by many Centre.l

Busin~ss

organization of Central Business District
affected and others.

Districts has resulted in the

~ouncils

comprised of property owners

These organizations are diligently studying the problem

confronting them, seeking ways and means to improve and stabilize the Central
Business District, and at the same time, enhance its attractiveness.

From

studies of these groups various ideas and plans have emerged to the benefit
of owner and city.

Groups have encouraged face lifting, modernization, sales

ideas to attract customers .
The Central Business District should be mointained as the vibrant heart
of the city- the place of commanding prestige and center of economic life.
Its image should reflect the ci vic spirit of the people.

This is particularly

true in Fernandina Beach at this time when the seeds of decentralization have
not yet been sown.
THE CENTRAL

BUSI~SS

DISTRICT OF FERNANDINA BEACH

The Central Business District of Fernandina Beach of some 42 acres can be
defined as that area west of Eighth Street lying between Alachua Street on the
north and Ash Street on the south (Figure 1).

The principal concentration of

businesses and services however is found along Atlantic Avenue between Second
and Fourth Streets, which could be c2lled the core of the district.

With the

exception of the Florida National Bank building, the Waas Drug Store building,
the annex to the Court House, and tNo or three other buildings, there has been
little new construction within the Central Business District in many years.
of the structures along Atlantic

Ave~ue

Most

date from the early part of the century

and some prior thereto, 1878 and 1884o
The busi.nesses located along Atlantic Avenue are of the kind to serve local
consumer needs primarily, i.e. general merchandise, hardware, dry goods, variety,

EXISTING LAND USES
CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT
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restaurants, drug stores,

applian ~e

companies and professional offices.

stores, 3ervice stations, banks, finance
In 1958, less than half of the retail

sales of Nassau County originated in fernandina Beach, which m~y explain why
no national chain, variety or department stores are located there.
In recent years commercial and other activities have been established on
Eighth south of Ash Street to the city limits.

These businesses are varied

but predominately of the class that fits into the c-2 General Commercial
Classification in the Zoning Ordinance.

These are mechanical shops, bowling

alley, drive-in restaurants, as well as furniture stores and professional
offices.

Eighth Street is the major entrance from the south.

The Central Business District as here defined had a 1960 Assessed Valuation
(land and improvements) of $1,016,650, which approximated 3.7 per cent of the
Assessed Valuation of the city.
LOCATION AND ACCESSIBILITY
The Central Business District, centrally located in the traffic pattern of
Amelia Island is readily accessible from all parts of the city and its urban
area (Figure 2).

By travel distance, it is not more than 13/4 miles from any

portion of the developed area.

It is!) however, about 5 miles from the most

remote point on the ocean within the city via Fletcher and Atlantic Avenues.
Because of its location and accessibility, it should be rehabilitated into an
attractive, diversified shopping center to the exclusion of all others.

Studies

made at a number of places by us have shown that a diversified, attractive
shopping center supplied with adequate parking facilities, has an effective
area of influence of

1t to

2 miles.

The principal attributes of the shopping

center in this fastidious era are attractiveness, newness, diversification of
products, and ample parking space.

These characteristics should be emulated

CENTRAL
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by the Central Business

O istrict ~

PARKING FACILI11ES
The parking problem currently is neither acute nor serious when judged by
the parking meter time limits.

Between First and Eighth Streets on Atlantic

Avenue there are 167 meters for diagonal parking, of which 22 (13.2 per cent)
are 4 hour meters and 133 (80.0 per cent) permit 2 hour parking.

The remainder

in front of the bank and around the Post Office corner are 24 minute meters.

On

cross streets (Second, Fourth s Sixth and Ei ghth) extending from the respective
corners on Atlantic Avenue there are 78 additional meters of which 41 (52.5
per cent) permit 4 hour parking, 34 (43.5 per cent) 2 hour and the remainder,
24 minutes.

These 245 meters (Fi9ure 1) serve t he Cent ral Business District.

The fact that 2 and 4 hour meters are located i n critical sections of Atlantic
Avenue does not indicate a serious situation.

A 4 hour space wil l permit

legally a turn over of about 2 cars per day and a 2 hour space, 4 cars per day.
The annual revenues from parking meters have i ncreased from $7,520 in 1954 to
approximately $8,500 in 1960.
In addition to the metered curb side spaces, there are approximately
15,000 feet of unmetered curb side space on cross streets and on Alachua and
Ash Streets that can accommodate 700 automobiles parallel parked.

These

spaces are not too far removed from the central trading area.
Off-street parking is limited so far to the central area.

The Florida

National Bank, the Winn Dixie stvre on Eighth Street, and the Setzer store,
have provided

off-stree~

cust omer lots.

There are also several smaller lots

adjacent to and utilized by offices and stores.

DIMENSIONS AND ARRANGEMENT
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FUTURE PROVISIONS FOR PARKING
The necessity for additional parking facilities and a reduction of the
metered parking time intervals to increase turn-over

will depend on population

growth, the improvement or rehabilitation of the central area and the probable
establishment of a shopping center at some other location.
The inevitable population increase and improved economy of the Amelia and
Talbot Island region will stimulate and enhance the business and commercial
potential generally - more stores and more services.

Tourism in particular,

aggressively promoted 9 will bring in such new businesses as specialty shops,
motels, restaurants and amusements.
The rehabilitation of the Central Business District into something more
attractive and appealing will draw many people into it to shop, who now go to
Jacksonville.

The Central Business District cou d readily be transformed into

a regional shopping center.
It is reasonable to anticipate populations of 10,000 and 15,000 persons
in Fernandina Beach in ten and twenty years

re~pectively.

In this period of

growth the popularity of the beach with its improved facilities, will appeal
to an increasing number of people in the tributary region, and the need for
more and varied businesses will

arise~

In this timej if the Central Business

District as now constituted is unable to care for the Enlarged demand for
goods and services, new centers will develop to the disadvantage of the old.
It, therefore, behooves the owners of property and the authorities likewise
to do everything within their powers to build prestige and stability into the
Central Business District so tl at it will remain the principal drawing power
of the area.

8

fUTURE PROJECTION
Recently the nation was informed that the main commercial street of
Kalamazoo, Michigan had been converted into a pedestrian mall (See American
City, December 1960).

Where automobiles and trucks once rolled, grass, shrubs

and flowers had been planted and benches and fountains contributed to the joy
of the shopper.

It is now possible to shop ih a parklike atmosphere free from

the hazards and noises of moving t raffi •
Within the past year, the City of Mi ami Beach with the cooperation and
assistance of abutting property owners converted their famous Lincoln Road
into a pedestrian mall and parkway.

Where once pedestrian movement was limited

to the sidewalk, it is nbw free to range over the mall in an environment of
attractiveness and beauty (See American C' ty, August 1961).
country and in Europe the pedestr]an mall is popular.

Elsewhere in this

The basic mall idea

that attracts people to the shopping center is now being adopted by central
business districts to attract more and more customers into them.
such major cities as

Chicago~

Currently

Philadelphia, Baltimore, San Diego and Honolulu

are in the process of converting large central areas into pedestrian malls as
means of retaining value and restoring prestige and at tractiveness to their
Central Business Districtso
ide~

Small cities as well as large, can also use the mall

advantageously.
Figures 3 and 4 illustrate how the Central Business District of Fernandina
I

Beach could be transformed into an at t ractive park-like area with

~1ple

room

for commercial expansion and automob i le parking.
The plan shown in Figure 3 transforms Third and Fi fth Streets in parkways
free of traffic, thereby creating two super blocks c The blocks between 2nd
and 4th Streets would be the more in t ens.:. vely developed canmercial areas.

At

MIAMI BEACH- LINCOLN ROAD MALL.

A BUSY BUSINESS STREET
CONVERTED fNTO PEDESTRIAN
MALL.
NOTE

LANDSCAPING

FOUNTAINS AND EXOTIC
ARCHITECTURAL F:EATURES
CONTRIBUTE

TO BEAUTY

THE ATTRACTIVENESS AND
FUNCTIONALISM
CUSTOMERS

ATTRACTS
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the Atlan t ic Avenue ex t remi ty a Marina a0.d park would be developed to catch the
Intra-coastal Waterway tr af f ic.

The conver sion of Fi f t h Street into a

would provide t he Court House with a be t te
sites for law off i ces or clinics.

mall

set t ing and provide at tractive

Throughout the di stric t there are provisions

for commercial expansion i n a parklike envi ronment.
Although t he plan of development suggested in Fi gure 3 appl ie s the mall
idea to t wo cross town streets, the same i dea .could be applied ins te ad to
Atla nt ic Avenuec

Atlant ' c Avenue conver t ed to a pedes t r i an mall from 5th

Stree t to the r i ver wi th provis j ons for open cross stree ts would be an
outs t anding obje ctive and achievement .
In t his pr op osed pl an the i dea of t he shopp i ng center mall has been adopted.
To it would come a divers i fication of enterprise whi ch once established would
dis courage t he establishment ef a sh opp i ng center elsewhere in t he region.
I t is a plan that meri t s much t hough t .
To the unimaginative this proposed plan will be something t o look at only.
I t will be unreal i stic.

The unimag i native wi ll say tha t Fernandina Beach has

been served many years by the present Central Business Districto
righ t along wi th t he job .

They fail t o comprehend th at a

ci~y

grows even after the present genera t ions are no longer here.

It can go

progresses and
And too, they

fail to realize that change is the order of t he day and unless the city keeps
abreast of uni ver sally accepted practices, it wi ll slide backwardsv

On close

examination the plan pr opo se s not hi ng t oo expens i ve of accomplishment.

The

streets to be converted i nt o parkways belong t o the c i ty; their conversion
requires only the substitution of parkways for pavemen t .
new construction i s i nvolved .
remodelled or rehab i litated by

No great amount of

Secondly, the bui ldi ngs within t he area can be
he ownerso

Some lands for additional parking

12
space may have to be purchased by the ci t y.
To delve into the possibilities the plan offers and to study further its
various requirements, a committee of Central Business District property owners
should be organized assisted by a committee of tenants.

This group could

analyze the various aspects of the problem with the aid of architects and
engineers.

Certainly a start of this kind is advised.
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CHAPTER II

COMMUNI TY FACitiTIES
Community growth and expansion requjr e a vari et y of public and semi-public
facilities to satisfy the minimum needs of the population- water supply,
sewerage and sewage disposal 9 buildings for the administration of government
and for t he protection of persons and property, library service, schools, parks
and playgrounds and churches.
When the community was small and compactly se t tled, its comparatively few
needs were readily provided.

~ith

expansion and growth and the rise of a

more fastidious and affluent people, however, the facility needs multiplied
and became more complex and expensivee
As the city new faces the future t o progress through the sixties and into
the seventies, many new and varied facil it ies will be required and many of the
older ones must be enlarged or replaced.
sewage disposal, drainage and schools.

This is especially true of sewerage,
~though

schools are an obligation of

the county, the city is interested i n site location and its adequacy as it
relates to anticipated city growth, population distribution and neighborhood
characteristicso

There will be also a contjnuing nee d for playground sites and

other recreational facilities commensurate with the population growth and
characteristics.
~TING

SEWERAGE:

FACILITIES

Sewerage and sewage treatment and water supply are among the

most essential community facil1tieso

That area lying west of 11th Street to

the river between Dade Street on t he north and Hickory Street on the south, and
that area between Broome and Beach ~treets east of 13th Street to Egan's Creek
is now served by sewerage.

14
A

primary sewage treatment plant is located just east of the

plant, between Indigo and Kelp Streets.

Rayo~ier

This plant was installed in 1955

and has a capacity of 3 million gallons per day.
etfluent outfall extends into the Amelia River.

From the treatment plant an
Preliminary engineering studies

have been made for extension of and additions to the sewerage system.
Four major areas are under consideration; namely, (1) The Forest Hill section,
(2) the southwest area of the city, (3) North Fletcher Avenue section and
{4) the continuation of South Fletcher Avenue line from Sadler Road to the
city limits.

These additions when realized will serve at least ' ninety per cent

of the currently built up areas of the city.
The comprehensive plan for sewerage should be broad enough in scope and
design to facilitate extensions into areas now undeveloped and vacant and now
outside the present corporate area.
WATER SUPPLY:

The

water ~ supply

and electric utilities serving Fernandina

Beach are owned and operated by the Florida Public Utilities Company.
is derived from 6 wells drilled to a depth of 1100-1200 feet.

Water

Currently

the~e

are some 2300 services consuming a daily average of 750,000 gallons, including
water for fire protection and other public purposes.

During the summer

months

the peak consumption is experienced c On July 31, 1961, when the temperature
ascended to 99 degrees, for instance, the pumpage of water reached a record
of 1,840,000 gallons.

The average daily consumption of water has increased

from 146 gallons per capita in 1950 to 193 gallons per capita in 1960.
The Florida Public Utilities Company is constantly evaluating requirements
for additional supply and extensions commensurate wi t h growth and demand.
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PARKS AND RECREATION:

Geography and nature have blessed Fernandina Beach.

Few cities, large or small, are supplied with such a diversification of readily
accessible recreation areas.

(Table 1}.

To the east is one of the most popular

beaches in the United States for surf bathing, horse back riding, and other beach
sports.

The water of the ocean and that off the jetties is superb for fishing.

The Amelia River on the west with its meandering courses and coves is ideal for
boating and fishing.

Fort Clinch State Park, adjacent to the city on the north,

with its tropical winding roads and paths, camp and picnic areas, museum and old
fort is one of the nation's great historical attractions.

These are all the

resultants of nature and geography.
Within the corporate area, the city has established two Recreation Centers
with swimming pools and other facilities, one located on East Atlantic Avenue
and the second on 12th Street between Elm and Fig Streets.

Tennis courts,

athletic fields have also been provided in the centrally located City Park.
A new 18 hole golf course has been constructed in the south part of the city.
The various schools also have large play and recreation areas attached to them.
~IC

BUILDINGS AND FACILITIES:

The City Hall and

Centra~

Fire Station

located at the southeast corner of Ash and Second Streets has been modernized
and improved.
yard.

Adjacent to the City Hall is a city truck and equipment storage

The Nassau County Court House erected in 1891 and located on Atlantic

Avenue has recently been provided with an annex.
the Federal Building including Post Offi ce.

Also on Atlantic Avenue is

This is one of the most stately,

durable structur es in the citYs built primarily to house the customs officials
in the days of more active port activityo
structure.

The Amelia Light is a federal

15A
TABLE I
INVENTORY OF RECREATION AND PARK FACILITIES
FERNANDINA BEACH, FLORIDA
CITY PARK, ATLANTIC AVENUE, BETWEEN 11th and 14th
1.
2.
3.
4o
5.
6.

2.

20 Acres

Football practice grounds
Playground equjpment

HIGH SCHOOL
1.
2.

4.1 Acres

Swimming pool with dressing rooms
One tennis court lighted
Playground equipment
Baseball diamond

JUNIOR HIGH SCHOCL SITE
1.

7.5 Acres

Swimming pool with dressing rooms - wading pool
Indcor space for meetings, dances, youth activities
Municipal Auditorum seating 700 persons
Parking space

RECREATION CENTER - ELM AND 13th STREETS
lo
2.
3.
4.

20 Acres

Playground equipment (assorted)
Two lighted tennis courts
One basketball court
One lighted baseball diamond
Bleachers
Softball diamond

RECREATION CENTER - ATLANTIC AVENUE
1.
2.
3.
4.

STREET~

18.0 Acres
Baseball diamond and football f i eld
Tennis courts

PEEK HIGH SCHOOL (colored)
1. Basketball courts
EGANS CREEK PARK

1.9 Acres

16
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There are three school plants currently serving the needs of

Fernandina Beach; one Senior High School built in 1957, one Junior High School
and Elementary Plant, and one Elementary-High School for non-white pupils.
These plants are conveniently located and easily accessible to their patrons.
(Figure 5) •
The foregoing inventory clearly demonstrates that Fernandina Beach has
done an admirable job in providing generously for the various needs of its
citizens and too, for those of the thousands of visitors who come into its
midst annually.

Now, the needs of the future will be consideredo

The general Land Use Plan shown as Figure 6, page 32 of Volume 1 defines
in a very broad way the form that the city should take in 1975 or thereabouts.
The locations indicated for the various facilities are only relative, not
')

specific.

This also holds true for Figure\__.......
3 herein- a map showing Community

Facilities and projections thereof.

PARKS AND PLAYGROUNDS
"Leisure is a shaper of civilization. Most of man's time has, of
course, been spent at work. But leisure has had an impact on society
throughout history far beyond the scant hours that man has been able
to devote to it. Leisure time is now increasing dramaticallyo It will
be occupying so much more of our time that its impact will be unprecedentedo New problems and challenges are being raised, and one of the
greatest of these is the need to provide enhanced opportunities for
constructive, satisfying recreation~ especially out door recreation."
From:
By~

"The Dynamics of Park Demand"
Marion Clawson

In an area accessible to such a variety of recreational opportunities it
may seem useless to emphasize the need for more of such facilitieso

But in the

pattern of growth and development to follow, provisions must be made for
additional facilities of various kindso
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PARKS AND

The general

sch~e

R ~C.ti.EATION

PLAN

for parks and pla ygrounds and other rGcrcational

facilities is predicated in a large degrae upon the - neighborhood pattern of
city growth and the specific requirements of the various age

groups~

Standards

used for area requirements and types of facilities are those of the National
Recreation Association.
NEIGHBORHOOD PLAYGROUND

Within every residential neighborhood there should be a Neighborhood Playground located so that no child would be obligea to walk more than one-fourth
mile in a densely populated section and not more than one-half mile under the
most favorable conditions. The size of the playground would depend on the population tributary to ito For a neighborhood of 2,000 persons it should approximate 3.25 acres s for 4g000 persons it should not be less than 5.00 acres and
for 5,000 persons~ at least 6o0 acreso
The Neighborhood Playground can readily be a part of a Neighborhood Park
designed with planted areas, trees and other decorative featureso It i s a
facility however provided principally for the use of children in the age group,
6- 15 years~ The type of servjce rendered is shown in Figure 4o
The Neighborhood Playground can also be coordinated with the recreation
facilities of the school system and in certain cases these facilities might be
used as a Neighborhood Plnyground. Whenever the latter plan i s followed, however~
there must be a rigid agreement between the city and the school authorities as to
the scope of each ones jurisdiction and responsibilityo
Ultimately, with a population of 15r.OOO persons the number of Neighborhood
Playgrounds and their distribution is shown in Figure 5.
PL AYF I ELD§.

Neighborhood Playgrounds should be supplemented by Playf i elds for the use
of teen-age groups and adultso
of the populationo

There should be one Playfield for every 20,000

The facil1ties located jn the Ci t y Park will serve as a

Playfield for a considerable ti me but when the city becomes more densely
settled, a more remote site may be desirable.

An Athlet ' c Field with track,

baseball di amonds, football field!l gymnasium and grandstand could be developed

~ AREA INTENDED FOR ACTIVE RECREATION FOR PREsctfOOL CHILDREN . ITS MAJOR USE IS AS A SUBSTITUTE FOR
Cl< YAROS WHERE PLAY OPPORTUNITIES ARE RARELY
:~,\ILABLE, SUCH AS IN CONGESTED DISTRICTS AND IN THE
APARTMENT DEVELOPMENTS .

THE SIZE OF A PLAYL.OT' SHOULD BE ABOUT 1,500 TO
000 SQUARE FEET. ABOUT THE SIZE OF AN AVERAGE
5
siNGLE FAMILY RESIDENTIAL LOT .
A PLAYLOT SHOULD BE LOCATED ONE TO EACH BLOCK
IN c o NGESTED AREAS- ONE FOR EVERY 300- 700 PEOPLE .

LARGER HOME GROUNDS
NEARBY CHILORENS NURSERIES
PLAYLOTS

NEIGHBORHOOD PLAYGROUND
AN AREA FOR ACTIVE RECREATION FOR CHILDREN 5 TO 15
yEARS OLO. IT MAY, IN ADDITION, PROVIDE A SMALL AREA
FOR THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF PRE-SCHOOL CHILDREN, AND
FACILITIES WHICH MAY BE USED UNDER CERTAIJ' CONDITIONS
Wf YOUNG PEOPLE AND ADULTS .
THE SIZE OF A PLAYGROUND SHOULD BE 3 TO 7 ACRES .
THE SITE SHOULD NOT BE LOCATED ALONG HEAVILY TRAVELED STREETS OR RAILROADS. CHILDREN SHOULD BE
ABLE TO REACH THE SITE WITHOUT BEING EXPOSED TO
ANY SPECIAL HAZARDS.
CHILDREN SHOULD NOT BE EXPECTED TO WALK MORE
THAN 1/2 MILE TO REACH A PLAYGROUND.

PLAY AREAS IN PARKS
SWIMMING POOLS
HOME GROUNDS

zoos

BOY & GIRL SCOUT CAMPS
SCHOOL PL AYGROUNDS
PLAYGROUNDS FOR ATHLETICS
COMMUNIT Y CENTERS
OUTLYING NATURALISTIC PARKS
MUSEUMS

NEIGHBORHOOD PLAYFIELD
AN AREA FOR ACTIVE ORGANIZED PLAY FOR OLDER
CHILDREN AND ADULTS, AGES 15 AND OVER. A SMALL
SECTION SHOULD BE DE"ELOPED AS A CHILDRENS PLAY
AREA.
THE SIZE OF A PLAYFIELD SHOULD BE 10 TO 30 ACRES.
PLAY FIELDS SHOULD BE LOCATED WITHIN 1/2 TO I MILE
WALKIN G DISTANCE FROM EVERY HOME .

NEI GHBORHOOD PARK
AN AREA FOR PASSI VE RECREATION FOR ALL AGES .
A RELATIVELY SMALL NEIGHBORHOOD PARK AREA AND
PRIMAR ILY I NTENDED TO PROVIDE AN ATTRACTIVE
NEIGHBORHOOD SETTING AND TO AFFORD A PLACE FOR
QUIET, PASSIVE RECREATION .

SCEN IC DRIVES
PLAYFIELDS
SWIMMING POOLS
NEI GHBORHOOD PARKS
COMMUNI T Y CENTERS
LARGE PARKS
RESERVATIONS -FOREST PRESERVES
MUSEUMS a ZOOS
FISHI NG a BOATI NG
BRIDLE a NATURE TRAILS
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advantageously in the area south of the present corporate limits or in the
vicinity of the golf course, however, in no event should a Playfield be
less than 20 acres in area.

The City Park, Fort Clinch State Park and the beach area would seem
to supply Fernandina Beach with all its park needs for a long time, but
not withstanding some additional park areas will be desirable.
OCEAN FRONT PARKS
No where in the beach ar8a is there a park-like oasis to which people can retire to merely relax, rest and meditate.

Such a place shoud be

established in the vicinity of Atlantic and Fletcher Avenues
city owns a considerable area of land.

where the

One parcel of land lies between

Fletcher Avenue and the beach and two parcels lie west of Fletcher Avenue.
To consolidate the three land parcels, Fletcher Avenue as now constituted
should be closed and routed through Tarpon Avenue as . indicated in Figure 6.
Dolphin and Pompano Streets should also be closed.

With these changes the

city would have an area of land that could be most advantageously developed
for the public good.
Figure 6 illustrates how the 8rea could be developed.
should be

i~stalled

A bulkhead

on the ocean front to even the shore line.

In the

vicinity of Atlantic Avenue and the ocean front a casino designed in modern
taste sh ould be erected, the first floor to be occupied by a high class
restaurant with glass front overlooking the beach and ocean.

On the se-

cond floor a spacious multiple purpose hall should be constructed.
could be leased for dancing parties, banquets and conventions.
not, however, be a public dance hall.

This

It should

There would be no concessions or

games within the casino to detract from i ts dignity as·a community project.
Immediately outside the cas i no, but not connected therewith, an accessory
structure could be erected to provide bath house facilities.
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Along the ocean front bulkhead a walk would be installed~ adjacent to Which
and facing the ocean a number of shelters comparable to those now in use.

Some

of these shelters should have enough floor speee to accommodate parties desiring
to play dominoes, checkers or cardso
Back from the

oce~n

along the north side a few ovens could be installed

with tables for picnic parties, similar to those installed by the StatQ Road
Department at roadside parks.
In the front half several shuffle board courts should be installed for the
use of adults and in the vicinity of the present intersection of Atlantic and
Fletcher Avenues, a kiddie amusement area should be provided.
would consist of sand

boxes~

slides,

trampoline~

The amusements

etc., but no commercial

emusements.
To the west of the property off-street parking space would be provided
either on a free or metered Basis.

Four hour parking for twenty five cents would

be reasonable.
The entire area should be landscaped generously with shrubs and palm trees
and be grassed.

If possible, azaleas should be used.

An ocean front park developed along the lines suggested would be an out•

standing east coast attraction; no other city could claim anything like it.
Along the east coast of Florida there are relatively few public areas of this
kind to which resident or visi or can retire to enjoy the beauties of the ocean
and beach in an atmosphere of quiet.

In Delray Beach, Boca Raton, Fort Lauderdale

and a few other places, the cities own strips of beach between the highway line
and the water in which sorre improvements have been made.
space available as is here.
Beach.

None of them have the

Such a park would attract many people to Fernandina

THE

MUNICIPAL

PARK

AND

WILL CONVERT THIS SITE
OF BEAUTY AND

MARINA

INTO

ONE

ATTRACTIVENESS

-

SITE OF OCEAN FRONT PARK TO BE CONVERTED INTO ONE OF THE
OUTSTANDING

PARK

AREAS IN

FLORIDA
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MUNICIPAL MARINA AND PARK

A second park greatly needed should be established at the western extremity

of Atlantic Avenue on the Amelia River frontage.

As shown in Figure 4 and 7

a beautified functional park and marina to attract many i ntra-coastal waterway
travellers now passing by would be an asset.

Once stopped, the traveller may

be induced to remain a while to learn more of Fernandina Beach and what it has
to offer.
folks.

This beautified river front spot would also become a necca for home

It could be equipped with two or more shuffle board courts, benches

and the whole generously landscaped.
to the pier line.

The area now used as a dump would be filled

The marina features would be placed as shown in Figure 4•

PUBLIC BUILDINGS AND ACCESSORIES
Public Buildings are always important parts of a growing city's program.
As stated elsewhere, the old City Hall was r emodeled and in some respects,

modernized,but the reconstruction did no t go f ar enough.

There is need for

another major operation.
A Police Department Building and jail should be erected on property adjacent

to the City Hall on the east, now occupied for truck storage.

While the new

construction is in process, the truck storage and equipment yard should be
reestablished in the vicinity of the sewage treatment plant.

This removal would

give the city considerable space for off-street parking.
With the ground floor of the City Hall relieved of jail and police headquarters, more space would be available for admin i strative functions.

Space will

be available for the natural gas office and for enlarging the City Commission
meeting room.

WHEN THESE TRUCKS ,AND OTHER

EQUIPMENT

HAVE BEEN REMOVED THE SITE WILL ACCOMADAtE
THE NEW POLICE

STATION AND JAIL
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b,IBRARY

Currently the Library of Fernandina Beach occupies a portion of a
building on Atlantic Avenue at Tenth street.

Plans should be made to

erect a new Library of adequate dimensions to serve the needs of the
growing communityo

This structure could be placed advantageously in the

park on the south side of Atlantic Avenue.

Because of the rich historical

background of Fernandina Beach, any new library erected should have ample provisions for the retention of historical documents and displays.
The building need not be large but it should be attractive and servicable.
FIRE STATIONS
The Central Fire Stat i on located at the City Hall is well equipped
to render service to the entire area at present.

Ultimately however,

when the beach area becomes more densely built up, a sub-station with
purriper and hose apparatus should be establised there.
SCHOOLS
Schools, parks and recreation areas occupy a considerable part of
the respective uses, should be closely coordinated in planning.

The re-

creation grounds and facilities of schools and the public use of school
buildings for various community functions, contribute substantially to
the culturals social and recreational life of the city.
The planner is not particularly concerned with educational methods
or systems but he is concerned with the adequacy of the school plant,
especially the adequacy of sites and locations.

He

i s'interest~d

also

coordination of schools with such elements of the comprehensive plan as
streets and public playgrounds.

i~

the
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Fernandina Beach has one Ql ement ary school for white pupils and one
for non-whites.

There is also a Ju nior High Scho ol for whites and one

for non-whites and likewise a Seni or High School for whites and one for
non-whites.

The

elementa~y,

Junior High and Sen ior High schools f or

non-white pupils are all located in an area bounded by lOth, 11th, Elm and
Gum streets.

The elementary scho ol and Junior High School for whites is

located in the area bounded by Atlantic Avenue, 11th, 13th and Broome streets.
The Senior High School, erected 1n
tween Beech and Cedar streets.

1957~

is located on C1trona Drive be-

The elementary and Junior High Schools for

whites was erected about. 1920 and the non-white plant in the 1930's.

As

shown on the Community Fa ci lities Map, Figure 5, the various schools are
well located and distributed in their respective service areas.
SCHOCL

~ i.IEMBERSHI~

Between 1950 and 1960 the overall school membership increased as indicated in Table II.
TABLE II
SCHOOL MEMBERSHIP 1950-60, VARIOUS GRADES
Grades 1-6

7-9

10-12

WHITE SCHOOLS

Total
1950
1960

516
905

1950--60

380

Percent Increase 1950-60

7 5~~

... ~~

208
460
252
120%

139
863
283 1648
144 785
104% 81.5%

106
165
59
56%

Total
473
63
157
779
94
306
150% 64.5%

NON-WI-II TE SCHOOL§.

1950
1960
Increase
Percent Increase

304
457

153
50%
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The overall school membership in creased from 1336 in 1950 to 2427
in 1960 or about 82 percent- white and non-white.

Membersh ip i n-

crease however was greater in the white elementary and Junior High than
in the same grades of non-white but in the Senior High the reverse was
true.
When the population of Fernand ina Beach reaches 15,000 about 1980
the average daily membership of it s schools should approximate 5,000
pupils or double the present.

Of thi s number, 3,000 will be in grades

1-6 and the remajnder divide9 equally between Junior and Senior High
School.
From

The non-white requirement will be about one-half the white.

the~e

deductions, it is apparent that the elementary school plant

must be doubled in capacity and the Junior and Senior High plants expanded.

The non-white plant will requ i re expansion only.

The Land Use

Plan indicates where additional schools should be located to meet the
needs of future populatioA growth.
School sites of 10 to 20 areas should be acquired as early as possible in advance of need while land costs are reasonaole.

Lands acquire

in the vicinity of the general locations indic ated in Figure 5 shruld be
considered by the Board of Publ i c Instruction.
In event lands are subdivided and developed prior to the sati sfaction
of school

needs~

the city should in sist that developers alternate suf-

ficient lands for scho ol purposes.

In this way the recommendations of

the comprehensive plan will be sat i sfied.
As a general proposition, an elementary sch ool having a site area of
not less than ten acres should be located within a residential ne i ghborhood
so that no pupil will be obliged to walk more than one half mile.
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CHAPTER III
NEIGHBORHOODS AND AREA TREATMENT
Fernandina built up around Atlant i c Avenue and the rivero

Along

Atlantic Avenue the town's commercial enterprise was established and
nearby along the river, the railroad termin!l, fishing wharves,
canneries and other industrial operations

were ~ loc~t~d.

~ It·was : a

com-

pactly developed area because most of the people walked to work
To the north and south of Atlantic Avenue the homes of the people
were located, all eas i ly accessible to places of business and industry.

These two resid ential areas became the first living neighborhoods

in which the majority of pe ople l i vedo
yards .of the entre pr eneur and. le~ ai ng .
side of t he modest home of the worker.
nineteenth century were

gen e r~lly

He re the mansions and large
industrial ~ st ~ere

fou nd

~long

The architectural styles of the

adhered to, some more elaborate

than others.
These two living ne i ghborhoods shown as 1 and 2 on Figure 8 have
maintained their usefulness and value through all the years of growth
and expansion even as newer devel opments were being created east of
14th Street.

Neither area has been seriously i nvaded by commerce or

industry yet thoughout each

there

~

and even some substandard conditions.

evidence of blight, obsolesence
Some dwellings show signs of

deteriorati on,need of paint and repairs and in some portions of the
areas, streets are unioproved.

In both these areas there are some

excellent examples of ni net ee nth century architecture :that are .well
maintained.

These can be class i fied as rehabil itat i on areas wherein
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the original prestige and dignity of Fernandina can be rest ored by
repairing, painting, and el i minating the few
structures.

su b s ~andard

or dilapidated

Civic pride assis t ed by an enforcement of the Mi nimum

Housing Code would achieve much improvement of these neighborhoods.
Surrounding area 1 on three

sides~ Er~ Y bl1~ht~ d · ar~as ~ i~h ·

of dilapidated structures and unpaved streets.

a number

These blighted, and

almost substandard areas, dominate much of the land to the north and
west of area 1.

Just west of the Junior High School is an area of only

about 40 percent standard housing.
High Sch ool the land i s undevelopedo

Immediately north of the Junior
In thes e blighted rund own sec-

tions, t he Minimum Hous i ng Code could be effectively applied to either
restore structures to a standard condition or demolish them under condemnation.
The area south of Atlantic Avenue and west of Eighth Street

.

Figure 8, has more diversified residence types than area 1.

No·. 2

Here

standard housing can be found adjacent to substandard housing.
out this area there is cons1derable

~

deterjor~t~d :. hou~ing . th~t

Throughcan. be

restored to standard conditions by an application of the Mi nimun
Housing Code.

The substandard hous i ng should be

eliminated~

East of Eighth Street, south of Beech Street and extending to South
12th Street is the principal non-white neighborhood surrounding Peck
High Scho ol and the Recreation Center - Area 3, Fi gure 8.

Throughout

this area are a number of unpainted rundown dwellings interspersed
with substandard dwell i ngs.

Street improvements in this area are

27
sparse.

It is an area, the appearance and general tidiness of which

could be greatly. improved . if its res i dents would manifest a little
civic pride and desire to clean up.

The area was considerably im-

proved the past year by the completion of a low i ncome housing project
by the Housing Authority.

This should have been the means of eliminat-

ing a number of substandard dwellings.

This area approaches more nearly

the accepted concept of a neighborhood than any other because iti ··
central i zed school and recreation facilities and too because of its
principal west boundary is a major street.

Here again, as in the areas

outside Area 1, rehabil i tation measures can be applied.
The area, known as

11

0ld Town" at the northerly end of 14th Street

is distinctly a Renewal Area - No. 4 on Figure 8.

This original town

site now occup i ed in the main by an assortment of old rundown dwelling
structures and unimpr oved streets is topographically ideal for preservation and restorati on for public use and interest.

Sloping from

a higher elevation to the river where the old fort was located, it should
be reconstructed into a historical monument for posterity.
street system is availabe as well as land for redevelopmento

The old
The local

historical society with the cooperation of the ci ty should initiate
the research and study necessary and preliminary t·o th:e
plans for authentic restorations.

p_rep~rati

on · of

The restoration of "Old Town" and

the old f ort would add one more facet to the historical significance of
Fernandina Beach whose historical background and heritage has too long
been submerged by other nearhy historical lore.
South ef Atlantic Avenue, ·between 14th Street and Egan's Creek 9 the
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entire area - No. 5 on Fi gure 8 - is occupied by standard hou si ng.
There are however di ff erent ec onomi c stratas r epresented.

St arting at

Atlantic Avenue and moving sou t h th ere is first a bank of hi gh quality
dwellings s ome 5 - 10 years old or more.

South of t his band and ex-

tending for several bl ocks i s an area of economy homes - all well maintained but more closely spaced tha n the first gr oup .

Then f inally,

south of this letter group is a newer develo pment, built probably within
the past 2- 3 years, of smaller dwell i ngs that extend to the limits
of develo pment.

These latter dwell ings' 'fall wi t hin the. .$10 ~· 00 0 ·

- $1.2~'000

class of homes.
North of Atlant i c Avenue, betwee n 14th Stre et and Egan's Creek, the
entire area - No. 6 Figure 8 - is also occupied by standard housing.
The subd ivi sion patte·rri here . is·:·:·one···of: t hl e- most -pl:e as.ing withi n the
city contributing substantially to i ts attract i veness.
rolling~

It i s a gently

well wooded area wh i ch is ap pro priately called Forest Hills.

The two areas - No's. 5 and 6 - represent the modern
the Fernandina Beach pattern of devel opment.

tre ~ nd

in

Into thes e areas whi ch

are less than half developed, muc h of the bet t er dwelling construction
of the future will come.

They are def i nitely Conservation Area s.

The Egan Creek marsh land, nort h of Atlant i c Avenue as st ated befor wi ll some day be develo ped as unique and hi gh type resi de ntial
subdivi si on featured by canals.

This will als o be an area of Conserva-

tion.
South of Atlantic Avenue between Egans Cre ek and Fletcher Avenue
No. 7 on Fi gure 8 - i s Pirate's Cove, another pleasing typ e of sub-
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division with curved stree t and r oll i ng lands developed with modern
standard dwellings.
Avenue~

i s t he

On t e west fringe of t hi s area, facing Atlantic

citys Recr eat ion

C ~ nter.

Land to the south of the

developed portion is st i ll vacant and undevel oped .

The ci ty must ex-

ercise every care and cauti on affor ed by zoning and subd i vis i on regulations t o assure the subdivision and development of this vacant land
in accord with the pattern and quality already establjshed by Pi rate's
Cove.

It i s an area that must not be promiscuously develo ped to the

detriment of the development already started.
of
The beach area is . one/rehabilitation, con servat jon and renewal~
North of Atl ant i c Ave nue th~ be ach fro nt park previously referred to
should be a renewal project.

Sou t h of Atla ntic Avenu e , there is need

of repla cements and rehabil i tation.

The bea ch area must be rigidly

controll ed thr ough the age ncy of zon'ng and the application of the
Minimun Housing Code.

North of Atla ntic Avenue as well as immed i ately

south ther eof, dilapidated rundown properties s ho uld be condemned and
demolished.

Only by f ollow5ng a r i gid determi ned po licy to el imi nate

eye sores, substandard and dilap i da t ed dwell ings , will it be po ssible
to restore the beach to a most fav orable pos ition for future development.

Dilapidated, substandard d

~e ll ings

in the be a:ch ar ea .az.e;, a-ce.ter-

rent t o quality development .
New neighborhood or plann ing areas are envisioned in the General
Land Use Plan p i ctured as Fi gure 6 in Volume l e

As the bui l d able

areas wit hin the present ci t y bec ome occupied, new areas for ex pansion
must be provided.

To the s ou th of the Li me St re et corporate l i mit of
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today there is such a large area.

From Lime Street to the Air Port

the land is almost wholly unoccupied and unsubdivided.

What form will

it take in the ultimate growth pattern?
When this area or any portion thereof is annexed to the city, it

should be zoned residentially - at least R-lA.

This will prevent the

creation of subdivisionathat promote and encourage density.

It will

also give some assurance of a more spaciousness of development.

Then

through the application of the subdivision regulations coordinated
subdivisions approaching the concept of the theoretical neighborhood
of rational development will be achieved.
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SUMMAAY

The subdivided, developed port ions of Fernandi na Beach do not
conform strictly to the ne i ghb orh ood as theroet i cally conce i ved.

Those

various areas, outlined in Figure 8 should be cons i dered more as
planning areas than ne i ghborhoods.

Each has its own character i stics

some of which should be conserved.

The two older sections (1 and 2)

adjacent t o the Central Business District, with some rehabil itation
will cont i nue i n the future as go od

residential tlreas, close to com-

mercial outlets and wi th a goodly supply of churches.

TI1e structures

that tend to blight these older areas should be demolished or reconstructed under the provisions of the Bu j ld i ng and Minimun Hous i ng Codes.
"Old Town" and fort should be restored into a hi storical shrine
reminiscent of its days of glory.

The historical soci$ty sho uld explore

the ways and means of bringing a restoration program to fruition.
The non-white area east of Eigh th Street need s a good housecleaning
primarily and some street improvements.

It is the one area centered

by its sch ool and recreation area that approaches a neighb orh ood in
composit ion .

A l it tl e manifestation of civic prid e in th i s area would

be helpful
The current trend of modern residential construction is i n the areas
east of 14th Street.

These areas are evidencing new patterns of

subdivis ion des i gn that are pleas i ng.

The princi pal job here wi ll be

to conserve value and quality and prevent the incidence of bl i ghting
influences.
protectio n.

Zoning and subdivis ion regulati ons are the chief means of
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The beach area i s one of the greatest attractions in Fernandina
Beach yet like so many beach areas it presents in part some rundown
appearances that need correct i ono

New residences are not be i ng built

where substandard cottages and structures abound.
To stimulate a high degree of civic responsibility and i nterest it
is suggested that the owners . of properties on the beach and bus i nesses,
create a Fernandina Beach Civic and Improvement Association.
agency can accomplish much constructive worko

Such an

They could initiate

programs directed toward the removal of rund own, d i lapidated properties;
they could enhance the appearance of the beach area and thereby remove from it the general aura of indifference.
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CHAPTER IV
CAPIT.AL

IMP ~OVEMENT

PROGR.AM

The comprehensive planning program envisi oned for Fernandina Beach
seeks to ascertain, among other things, what improvements and facilities should be provided to sat i sfy the many and diverse requ i rements of
anticipated growth and development.

The various reports presente? have

recorded results of many studies, i.e. economy, population growth and
movement, area expansion, streets, community facilities, zoning and
land uses.

These in the aggregate have revealed the various require-

ments essential to growth.
Progress and growth are always accompan ied by a constant demand
for capital improvements and services.

Streets must be paved, widened

or extended; utilities must be installed to provide water, power and
sewerage services; parks and recreation areas must be acquired and
equipped as new communities form; public administration buildings,
schools and other structures and services must be provided.

From the

studies projecting the needs of a number of years, a formidable list
of capital improvements emerged.

Some of the improvements are more

important and the need for them more urgent than others.
some can be deferred to a later day.

Fortunately

Some of the smaller, yet urgent

needs, can be financed as annual budget items but others must be financed
through long term plans.

There are projects that can be financed by

revenue certificates payable from revenues or through the issuance of
special assessment

b~nds.

Others however may require financing by

the issurance of general obligation b01ds payable from advalorem
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taxes~

Regardless

ot

the 8rgency of need

~nd

t he me thod of

financin~,

the operation as a whol e must be. kept w"thin th~ · city's an i l ity to pay.
A capital improvement is def jn ed as a major improvement of a recurring nature to the physical plant of the city as differentiated from
ordinary repairs or ma i ntenance.

It includes the construction, replace-

ment, major repair, add i tion or modification to streets, bridges, parks,
public buildings, utilities or land for public use.
A ca pi tal improvement budget is a moving time table dBvised to
schedule capital improvements in accord with a priority of need and
importance.

It is usually prepared for a period of five or six years

and then annually revalued in the l i ght of accomp lishments made during
,r-

the year.

If however a project has not been consummated .within the year

scheduled, it is advanced ·to the next year.
governing body to more

e as~ly

Such a budget enables the

anticipate the annual needs of the city.

NEEDED IMPROVEMENTS
From the various studies, the following capital improveme nts and
acquisitions, .......____
in general, wilJ be needed to conform to the requirements
of growth and progress:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Sewerage and water extensi ons
Street improvements; paving, extensjons and right
of way acquisit i ons
Land acqujsiti on for recreat i on, parks and scho ols
City Hall · - ren~ · vat i o n and erection of Pol i ce Station
and Ja i lo
Library Build ing
Develo pment and Equiping an Ocean Front Park
Develo pment of Amelia Ri ver Park and Mar i na
Hi st ori cal Restorat i on of "Ol d Town"
Central Bus i ness Di strict Mall and Off Street Parking facilit i es.
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FIN ANCING METHODS
The administration of local government is financed principally by
advalorem taxes levied against real and personel properties, augmented
by fees, f ines and forfeiture and other income.

Generally, no funds are

provided in the annual operating budget for major capital improvements;
frequently small sums are allocated for the purchase of such small capital impr ovement items as playground or recreation equipment and possibly
for some street wid eni ngs. or extensions •• ~u t the:ki nd of

c~ p ital

impre~e

ments cont mplated here are usually .. financed oth erwise.
Extens i ve street improvement programs involving new streets and
street wi de nings, major dra i nage struct ures and allied facilities, public structures, site acquisitions for parks, recreatj_on or other purposes

are customari ly financed by general obligat·on bonds payable from advalorem taxes.
Special

Street and

Ass :~srnent

s ~ dewalk

i mprovements can also be financed by

bonds payable by abutting and benefitting pr operties.

Revenue certificates predicated an income can f i nance off stree t parking
facilit ies

and ·saw.erage ext en si ons .

Reventl€ certificates

are~..

sometimes used even to finance such publ i c structures as f i re and police
stations and city halls.

The util i zation of th i s method of financing

for such faci lities would obligate t he city to annually include in the
debt servi ce levy an amount equ ivalent to a rent suffic i ent to liquidate
the inde btedness.

This latter method j s not universally applied.

SEWERAGE IMPROVEMENTS
There are four major areas which need sewerage service, as follows:
(1) Forest Hills, north of Atlantic Avenue, (2) the southwestern section
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of the ci ty, (3) the Nort h Fletcher Avenue section and (4) the extension of service south on Fletc he r Aver. 1e from Sad ler Road to the city
limits.

These pr ojects will gi ve sewerage service to at least 90 per-

cent of the population .

Preliminary engineering st udies already made

reflect cost appr oximati ng $75 ,000.00.

The se projects, although not

large, could be programmed over a per iod of two or three years and be
financed by revenue certi f icates redeemable by sewer service charges.
The sewage treatment plant is

f suff i cient capacity to serve for a

considerable t i me - more tha n the 5 to 6 year period here 'contemplated.
v TR~ET IMPROVEME~

Streets oc cupy an i mportan t place i n the

c~ty's

life therefore are

due primary conside ration i n th e Cap ita l Improvement Program.

Two

classes of work fa ll within the scope of the program - new streets and
exten ~ io ns

and reco nstructed and wide ned s t r eets .

Repairs are recutring

udget.
Although the Capi t al Improvement budget wil l concern work for whi ch
the city i s specifically res pons i ble there are el ements of the Comprehensive Street Plan that l j e withi n t e jurisdi ction of the County and
State.

The most important wor k to be

one i n t he next fi ve years wi ll

relate t o property acqu j si tions for street extension s and wid en ings,as foll ows:

1.
2.
3.

Acqui s : t ion of a r i ght of way 9 at l east 80 feet wide , for a
new street to be constructed par al l ed to and west of Fletcher
Avenue extending from A l antic Avenue to Sadler Road.
Extens i on of Citro a Street and it s improvement so uthward to
Sadler Road .
Extension of Li me Stree t and i ts improvenent from Ei ghth Street
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4.
5.
6.

to Fletcher Avenue.
Widening the Sadler Road right of way to at lease 80 feet.
This is a County-State project but notw i thstanding it should
be initiated now.
Acquisition of land to widen and improve 14th Street to 80
feet, from its intersection at "5 Points" to its notthern extremity. Much of this also lies with i n the countyc
Acquire right of way and construct street parallel to the railroad from Eighth and kelp Street into 2nd Street at Beech.

In addi tion to these specific projects there will be a need for a
certain. amo\1 nt of new street construction and rec onstruction in various
parts of

th "~

city - projects that in most cases can be anticipated in

the annual budget.
All of the above projects (1-6) are desirable now but none of them
are urgent; their order of priority is as shownc
In exploring the extension of streets and acqujsition of rights of
way, it would be advisable first to ascertain how much right of way can
be acquired as a gift.

Ant·cipating the effect of a new stree t on abut-

ting properties, land owners frequently donate ri ghts of way.

This plan

has worked surprisingly well in many areas and it s possibil ity should be
explored here.
Sec ondly, if the gift plan i s not acceptable, the var i ous r i ghts of
way should be appraised by a commi t tee of the Real Estate Boa rd after
which plans for purchase shoulrl be developedc

I t is suggested that

$10,000 be included i n the operat i ng budget each year for the next five
years for street· impr ovements.
RECREATION AND PARKS
Provi sions shoul d be made to construct the proposed Beach Park and
Amelia River Park and Marina wj thin the next two to three yea rs.

In ad-

dition, four or five small neighb orhood playgr ound sites as recommended
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in the General Land Use Plan should be acquired and equipped.

The

bulkheading of the Beach Park will be an expensive item costing some

retard the development as a whole.
first year.

As a sequence of operations in the

Fletcher Avenue could be relocated into Tarpon Avenue and

the latter widened; Dolphin and Pompano streets should be closed and
prepared for park purpos·es.

The right of way now occupied by Fletcher

Avenue should also be prepared for park purposes.
partment would have a part in these phases.

The State Road De-

During the first year some

landscaping could be started and shuffle board courts installed.
second year and third the various other feature could be added.

In the
The

restaurant and casino could be financed by revenue certificates payable
from income.
The Amelia River project can also be constructed i n stages.

During

the first year, the low land can be filled and bulkheaded and the ground
~

'--.....

prepared for landscaping and structures.

In the second and third years

the marina features and remainder of park be completed.

Funds are al-

ready in the current budget for starting the bulkheading.
The amount of money devoted to these two major parts will depend on
the extent of improvements included in each, the rate of their development
and the method of financing.

If the city should prefer a pay as-you-go

plan the time element will be

much~' than

if

funds~made

avail-

able from an issue of general obligation bonds. The latter however, would
require the approval of freeholders and marketing which would consume
considerable time. The principal advantage of general obligation bonds
would be the ready availibil i ty of funds to expedite the work to conclusion and then too, a general obligation bond issue could include other
items such as Library, Police Station and Street Improvements.
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I
The two major park developments should not cost in the aggregate
more than $100,000.00.

Fill and bulkhead construction, marina facilities

and casino will be the large factors of expense.
/

fl1Y HALL RENOVATION AND POLICE STATION

To provide needed space for administrative facilitjes and for the
Police Department and Jail, this project
priority.

s~ould

be given a first year

The cost will approximate $80,000 which in all probability

can be financed by revenue certificates.
LIBRARY
A small Library should be erected in the City Park.

This is not

urgent at this time so could fall int o the third or fourth year of the
program.

If however, it is decided to finance by means of general obli-

gation bonds, a Lj brary structure could be included jn the issue and its
realization thereby cxpepited.

The cost should approximate $50,000.

MALL DEVELOPMENT AND OFF STREET PARKING
To convert 3rd and 5th Streets into pedestrian malls and to provide
off-street parking facilities as proposed are projects that can be accomplished in stages.

The development of one street can be started

and the work progress until completed.

the cost of the mall wi

_Qn the extent and nature of the plan adopted.

The roadway is already the

property of the city and its preparation for mall purposes will entail
primarily the removal of the road surface and filling and landscaping
provjded will determine the major cost.

If the mall area is merely

grassed with a few shrubs the cost will be much less
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than if it i s provided with

elabor~te

decorat i ve features and exotic

plantings.

Any areas acquired for Off-Street Park i ng can usually be f i nanced
by revenue certificates payable from meter revenues but until there is
a more

~:r-i.tica1

parking problem in the vicinity of the Central Business

District, the ci ty would f i nd i t diff i cult to justi fy an i ssue of revenue certi ficates for such facil i ties.
f.IRE STATION

This improvement should be anticipated wi thin the next f i ve years,
probably about the ftfth year.

The substati on sh ould be l ocated near

the intersection of Atlant i c and Fletcher Avenues and srDuld not cost
more than $25,000 for bu i lding.
SUMMARY

Because · of the nature of the various cap i tal improvements included
herein it is exceedingly di fficult to assign an estimate of cost or a
time for accomplishment to any•one"
is the most significant.
· needed than others.
urgent.

y ., aa•ign a

~ri or j

ty of

i~~~rtt.nee

All streets are important but some are more

Likewise a Library is very desirable but it is not

The Parks and Malls are i mportant to the economy of the ci ty;

they should have an early consideration.

But t he j r final realization can

be extended over several years and their costs determined by the character of final plans.

The City Hall -Police station item is one of urgency

and should be done without delay.
The City should set up a fund of at least $10,000 per year that
could be allocated to Streets and Park develo pments.
be possible to pursue a

pay~as-you-go

plan .

In thi s way j t may

Otherwi se a general obliga-

tion b()nd issue jncluding a. number of major i tems should be explored;
an issue of $500,000.00 would achieve much.
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CHAPTER V
ZONING AND SUBDIVISION REGULATIONS
Neither zoning nor subdivision regulations are new to Fernandina
Beach.

In 1938 when industrial expansion was impressing the city and

a new era of growth was dawning , Fernandina Beach - then Fernandina - adopted its first zoning ordinance.

In the 23 years since that adoption

the city has operated under the provisions of the initial ordinance
and map with relatively few changes.
During the land use studies the necessjty of a major revision of
the original ordinance and map was apparent.

Tentative

ordi~ances

and

maps were prepared, public hearings held and during the latter part of
July 1961, the revised ordinance and map were adopted.

Figure 9 shows

the zoning map as adopted.
The results of zoning administration since 1938 are evident as one
examines the land use pattern of the city.

None of the residential areas

have been disrupted by the invasion of unfavorable uses.
Zoning is one of the best tools available to the city for preserving
the character and value of residential areas and further, for guiding
the growth and development along orderly lines.

It is the one tool that

can direct growth into the pattern of the General Land Use Plan.
In 1946, the City Commission adopted a complete code of Subdivision
Regulations which need no change.

These regulations have been used as

a guide in subdivision design and have been very effective.
A third tool adopted by the C5. ty Commission in 1958 is the Minimum
Housing Code which is comprehensive and in accord with current practice.
Equipped with zoning, subdivision and minimum housing regulations,
Fernandina Beach is prepared to build and grow in a wholesome manner.
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SUBDIVISION REGULATIONS
Land subdivision is the first step in the process of community
building.

Once land has been cut up into streets, blocks and lots, and

publicly recorded, the die is cast and the pattern is difficult to
change.

The subdivision of land affects the welfare of the entire

community in so many important respects that it can no longer be entrusted to the haphazard methods of the past.

Traffic congestion,

bottlenecks, blighted areas and other physical defects can be attributable in a large degree to imperfect or unsound land subdivision of
the past.

American cities generally are paying the price now for their

failure to establish adequate controls over the subdivision of land.
Subdivision regulations are a most important force in the future
development of the community.

With zoning regulations they comprise

the two most important tqols to implement the city plan and achieve a
proper balance which contributes to a sound physical development.
The majority of land developers and site planners will unhesitatingly
accept and observe the minimum requirements of the subdivision regulations but a minority frequently try to get by using the techniques
of ·metes and bounds and other expedients to defeat logical orderly land
planning and subdivision.

Not only should."the city exercise rigid con-

trol but there should be a close coordination of activities and in•
terest between the city and county.
There are certain features of subdivision design that should be
carefully and critically
record.

observed~

These are as follows:

especially in reviewing plats for
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1.

Where components of the major street plan are encountered in any
proposed subdivis i on, such streets should be included within the
plat and of a width indicated in the major street plan. If not
indicated on the major street plan, the minimum width should be
eighty (80) feet.

2.

All lot areas and minimum widths thereof should conform to the
zoning regulation of the district in which the subdivision is
located.

3.

All cul-de-sacs should be checked as to their length, wirlth of
roadway and particularly, the radius of turn around.

4o

Coordination with adjoining subdivisions should be especially
checked.

5o

Where lands are subdivided and the General Land Use Plan indicates
the desirability of a school therein, care should be exercised
to see that a site of adequate acceptable area is provided for
sa i d school in the plat before the plat is approved for record.
In this phase of the review the Superintendent of the Board of
Public Instruction should be brought in.

6.

Provisions should also be made for parks and playgrounds if same
are indicated on the General Land Use Plan.

All plats submitted for review should be delineated wi th the idea in
mind that they are parts of a whole and should be so treated.
review in the beginning will minimize grief in the end.
11 are good and bad subdivision practices.

Careful

Figures 10 and

LOTTING PRACTICES
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CHAPTER VI
PLANNING PROCEDURE AND IMPLEMENTATION
The text and diagrams of the comprehensive city plan mark the
end of the initial stage

m the

planning process.

It represents

the crystallization of much data, many conferences and numerous
studies.

The document with its maps and diagrams however is only

the beginning of a

challen~jng

long range continious effort during

which planning will be i ncreasingly recognized and established as a
municipal function.

The plann i ng document is only a gu i de.

Fernandina Beach has a Planning Comm i ssion appointed by the
City Commission.

During the preparation of this plan a number of

meetings and discussions were had with the Planning Commission whose
counsel and advice was constructive and benefic i al as the work progressed.

The members

of the Commission are men definitely inter-

ested in the welfare and proper growth of their community.

Although

some of the time of the Planning Commission is devoted to zoning problems, their pr i mary concern is planning in its broadest conce pt.
Planning involves among other things the location

and classifi-

cation of major streets, parks, recreation areas, schools, fire stationslibraries and other community facilities and utilities.

Planning

includes continuous land use, population and economic stud i es, subdivision analysis and control, and also the stud i es of such areas as
Central Bus i ness Districts and Shopping Centers.

Provisions for

parking facil i ties, urban renewal and rehabilitation also come within '
the purview of Planni ng.

From this brief

sum~ary

zon j ng is only one of the facets of planning.

it can be seen that
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A

The Planning Commission of Fernand i na Beach has no legislative
authorization

~pecifically

scope of its work.

defining

its powers and duties and the

It is merely appointed by the City Commission

as an advisiory board pursuant to a charter provision, . to

a~s i ~t

it in

problems relating to planning and zoning.
Prior to the adoption of the revised zoning ordinance the
Planning Commission served officially as a Zoning Commission.
To make the comprehensive plan more effective in the growth and
life of Fernandina Beach, the Planning Commission should be clothed
with some sr.ecific powers and duties so that it could function as an
official body.
A special legislative act, patterned after the Standard Enabling
Act recommended some years ago by the United States Department of
Commerce should be obtained.

It would legally establish planning as a

function of government with a planning commission given powers of review in all fields of planning.

Generally some of the functions of

powers and duties of a planning commissj on may be defined as follows:
(1) It should become familiar with the broad objectives of the
d)mprehensive plan and urge action by the proper political group. The
Bo·ard should initiate studies result i ng in more detailed plans.
(2) Review and make recommendations on all dec i sions by other agencies,
public or private, deal i ng with the subject matter of the comprehensive
plan.
{3) Review and make recommendations on all subdivision plats, being
guided by subdivision regulations that may be ado pted by the governing
body.
(4) Revi ew all amendments to the Zonjng Ord i nance and Zon i ng Plan.
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(5) Plans for public works, such as streets, utilities, parking
facilities, parks and other community facilities, should be revi ewed
by the Planning Board for recommendations involvi ng the co ordination
of these plans with the comprehensive plan.
(6) Develop general plans and review all s pecific projects dealing ·
with urb8n development where such a program is be i ng undertaken by the
City.
(7) Pre pare or review the city's capital improvements program ~ based
upon the Comprehensive Plan, and recommend an extension each year to the
capital improvements budget.
(8) Devise ways and means of publ i c educatio n to stimulate and stir

to action the public concsiousness. Endeavor to coord i nate the thinking of var i ous publ i c groups with those of the governing body.
(9) All ~reposed purchases or sales of ci ty property should be
studied by the Planning Board, which should make recommendations regarding the effect of such action on the General Land Use Plan.
The Planning Commission should meet occas ionally - three or four
times per year -with the City Commi ssion to d j scuss problems of mutual
interest and concern.

Such meetings would bring the two groups into a

more sympathetic understanding of each others work.
STAFF OPERATION
The broad dut j es conceived for the Planning Commission wj ll requ i re
cont i nuous study and research.

Because of th i s and the necess i ty of

fil i ng records, maps and documents; some person should be des i gnated
the local plann i ng admini strator.

In Fernand i na Beach this ind i vidual

should be the City Bu i lding Inspector or City En gineer.

The Building

Inspector i s the administrator of the Zoning Ord i nance so is constantly
aware of developments within the city.
The local plann i ng admin i strator should:
(1) Mai ntain the Land Use Map in an up-to-date condition. Each month
build j ng permits should be recorded on the land use map, and periodically
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fjeld checks should be

made tb

~~Eerta i n any ~th~t ch~nges

in

land uses:

(2) Each year a building permi t map should be prepared. On a blank
base map all bu j lding activity of th ~ calendar year should be recorded,
showing the various land uses in the same colors as used on the ex j sting
Land Use Map. This annual building permit map will form a record for
each year, enabling a study of trends of development. When time permits, similar maps could be prepared on previous years from the file
of building permits.
(3) Prepare a street record atlas. Thjs atlas should show all of
the platted and developed streets of the City, indicating to scale the
existing r i ght-of-way, set backs established for ultimate right-of-way,
street paving and condition, curb and gutters, s i dewalks, curb cuts,
traffic dividers, etc.

(6) Prepare and ma i ntain up-to-date maps on parking facilities and
their use (turnover) f or Central Business Distr i ct.
(7) M8inta i n a map of all city owned and other public owned properties, classifying them accord 3ng to use or i ntended use if undeveloped.
(8) Re-zoning Invest i gat i ons and jnvestigations concerning appeals
to the Board of Adjustment.

(9) Special Plann i ng Stud i es. From time to tj_me special projects
will arise requ i ring deta i led plans, perhaps for the purpose of implementing some phase of the Comprehens i ve Ci ty Plan. The plann i ng
staff should maintain records and research dat a of a scope preparing them
to undertake special investigat j ons, analysis and reports, whether on
redesigning a portion of a ne i ghbo~hood, pr~aing a traffic flow plan
around the central business district, or a site plan for a playground.
CONSULTING SERVICES
The Comprehensive
consulting services.
responsibility.

Pl~n

has been devleoped through the assistance of

Implementation will be largely a matter of local

However, many of the broad phases of the Comprehensive

City Plan will require detailed plans of implementation.

Most of these

can be prepared locally but some may require the assistance of specialized
consultants such as engineers sk i lled in sewerage des i gn.

To sell park-

ing revenue certificates jt may be necessary to have a feasibility report prepared by consultants specializing in parking

studie~.

Traff~~-

surveys may be required of traffic engjneers, depending upon the scope
and complexity of the study.
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of the study.
From time to time the servi ces of Plann i ng Consultants may be desired to ass i st in the detailed plans of implementation.

The consul-

tants' role in most cases can be limited to advis i ng in the scope and
procedure of the project and in evaluating the results.

In some cases,

such as an urban renewal project, t he services of a planni ng consultant
may be desired to prepare all of the plans and studies.
Periodically, every five to seven years, the zon i ng plan and ordinance should be re-studied to cons i der the need for modernization and
modification.

The impart i al revi ew of a consultant 5s especially benefi-

cial.
Be cause so much of the Comprehens i ve Plan and the scheduling of
improvements is predicated on the amount and type of growth it i s important that the

economic ~ and

population analysis be ma i ntained in · a

current condition.
Because of technological changes, there is no assurance that the
Comprehensive Plan will be valid ten years from now.

Continuing con-

sulting review, say every three to six months, would therefore provide
satisfactory review of the Comprehens i ve Plan and planning and zoning
admi nistration.

On these period i c vis i ts to the community the consultant

could confer with the local

director~

meet wi th the Planning Comm i ssion,

and assist in citizen participation projects or public information meetings.
Regular vi sits, every two or three months, may be requ i red i n the
beg j nning until the operat i on i s functioning well.

Afterward, visits

every s i x months would be sufficient, but the Consultant could always be
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called f or trips dealing w5th spec i al meet i ngs and unusual problems that
will arise from time to t ]me.
,IHE ZONING TOOL
Fernandina Beach has operated under the provi s i ons of a zon i ng
ord j nance and map since 1938.
whole in August 1961.

Th i s original plan was amended as a

Figure 9 shows a copy of the zoning ma p as

adopted.
Zoning is the most potent tool available to implement objectives of
the Land Use Plan.

However, there are features that appear on the Land

Use Plan which differ with the Zoning Plan.

To understand these djffer-

ences one must look at the Land Use Plan as a broad, generalized guide
for the entire urban area, whjch must be implemented over a period of
many years through the employment of many plann i ng tools.
one of these tools;

subd j~i s 5 on

Zoning is only

regulat j ons are another.

On the other hand, the Zoning Plan is a deta i led, legal control of
land use that applies only t o lands within the corporate area.

It pri-

mari 1y is a short range gu i de treat i ng cond i tions ex:i st i ng today, although

it does attempt to shape the city's development for the next five or six
years.

Step by step thP. Zoning Plan should attempt to implement the

major land use objectives of the Land Use Plan, insofar as i t controls
the amount and location of lands used for residential, commercial, and
industrial uses·..
There are certa i n limi tat i ons to zoning as a tool in effecting the
Land Use Plan.

Zoning cannot legally reserve future areas for parks, schools,

and other public purpose s .

Zon i ng can seldom accompl 5sh the redevelopment
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of substandard housing areas by re2on3_ng for conmercial or industrial
uses.

Zoning, however, can accomplish many additional goals besides those

inc orporated in the Land Use Plan.

Some of these additional goals are:

Lessening of congestion in the streets through off-street parking provisions, aesthetic '·tmprovement through sign regulation, the protection
of property

rfg~ts

to light and air through the preservation

~of

open spaee

and control of building heights-, the control of population density through
lot size and lot coverage, etc.
fiGURE 12

?

The Zoning Plan as revised and adopted in 1961 must not be vjewed
as a static, inflexible plan.

It would be impractical to attempt to

implement in one step all of the objectives of the Land Use Plan.

As

the land area develops and economtc opportunities unfold over the years,
there will be many requests for rezoning.

Although "spot zoning" should
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be avoided, each request should be considered on jts merits and evaluated
in the light of the general Land Use Plan.

If cons i stent with the Land

Use Plan, the particular property and all others of similar circumstances
in the vicinity of the request may be rezoned after public hearing.
Every 3 - 5 years the zoning plan and ordinance should be given a general
review for revision and up dating.
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CHAPTER VII
. AESTHETIC CONTROL
"The concept of the public welfare is broad and inclu~
sive ••• The values it represents are spiritual as well
as physical, aesthetic as well as monetary. It is within the power of the legislature to determine that the
community should be beautiful as well as healthy~ spacious
as well as clean, well balanced as well as carefully
patrolled" Justice Douglas in Berman V. Parker, 1954.
As one travels over the country·· "through countless cities and' town?,
few make any lasting impressions.

Some are remembered too well by their

ugly, uns i ghtly entrances with their conglomeration of garish signs
and assortment of flimsy roadside stands.

Only a few are remembered by

the natural beauty of the environment, the beauty and charm of the homes
with the i r spacious landscaped yards and their general reflection of
cleanliness and order.
Cities are not

un11k~

people.

They are l i ving, dynamic organisms

and like people, have personalities.

Some time ago Holiday Magazine

published an article about the 12 most excit i ng cities of North America;
they are all cities with charm, old world atmosphere, histor i cal heritage
~nd

facilities of particular i nterest.

San Francisco, · end others.

Among them were New Orleans,

All these cities have personalities.

Fernandina Beach, in its natural setting between river and ocean,
has a personality characterized by its recreational assets of park and
beach and a rich historical heritage all flavored by an industrial economy
and potential.
Fernandina Beach has not yet been spoiled by the inroads of innumberable promiscuous businesses that delight to pollute the land with
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signs, flags and lights.
growth.

Such "adornments" usually follow explosive

Fernandina Beach can continue to be a place of growth and at-

tractiveness by observing a few suggestions.
First of .all, the citizens must show a willingness and a determination to make and keep their community attractive.
thought to the community's character.
makes my town distinctive"?

They sh ould give

They should ask themselves, "What

Such citizen interest is a great force to ·

accomplish a good end.
Secondly the citizen should famil i arize himself with the general
plan of the city - its land uses, its traffic circulation, its parks and
recreation facilities.

Equipped wi th such information, Mr. Citizen is

better qualif i ed t o create and nour i sh the brand of c1vic consciousness
so essential to orderly growth and development.
Thirdly, the citizen sh oul.d encourage all movements of a civic nature
that seek to beautify and improve the attractiveness of the city.
Garden Clubs, and alert Woman's Club

~nd

The

the Men's Civic Clubs, can

always be depended upon to sponsor or initiate programs of civic betterment.

A Garden Club, in part i cular, is always very effective in promoting

the beauty of yards and the landscape generally and in combatting billboards.

A Woman's Club is also a potent influence for combatting road-

side despoliation and pollution.

Tourists are impressed favorably by

orderliness, cleanliness and particularly street plantings.

Atlantic

Avenue east of 14th Street is cne of distinction and beauty.

Stanley

Drive is impressive.

Other streets should be as attractive.
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Rundown shacks, unfenced junk yards contribute nothing to the environment; neither does an excess of bjllboards and signs plastered on
buildings.
signs.

A sign ordinance can contr ol the pollution of the land by

Location and s i ze of signs can be contr olled as well as the a-

mount of wall space a s i gn may occupy.

The number of signs per establish-

ment may als o be restricted.
Street eyesores an ) ljtter are evidences of carelessness and jndifferenc~.

The r oadsi des seem t u be the acce pted places for the de-

position of trash and l i tter.

The pr osecutjon of "litter bugs" would

contribute to the cleanliness of the roadsid e s.

Most cities have ordin-

ances prohibiting thr owi ng of lit ter on streets and sidewalks and also
ordinances that requ i re the cutting of we eds and removal of debris from
vacant lots.

Mr. Ci tizen should see that these ordinances are enforced;

he should report their vi olation t o the City Manager.
Annually or semiannually the civic minded groups of the city should
. rromote and initiate clean-up and paint-up campaigns from wh i ch much good
will come.
Fernandina Beach is an area especi0lly conducive to the culture of
azaleas and camell i as.

Why not establ i sh azaleas and camellia park,

mak i ng it into another Bellingrath Garden?
that draw people.
and gardens.

Fl ower gardens are magnets

Peo pl e wjll travel miles to enjoy beautiful flowers

A large area just north of the Junior High School could

be converted into an outstandi ng flower garden.

.I

"WHEN WE BUILD LET US THINK WE BUILD FOREVER, LET IT NOT
BE FOR PRESENT DELIGHT NOR FOR PRESENT USE ALONE. LET IT
BE SUCH WORK AS OUR DESCENDANTS WILL THANK US FOR, AND LET
US THINK, AS WE LAY STONE ON STONE, THAT A TIME IS TO COME
WHEN THESE STONES WILL BE HELD SACRED BECAUSE WE HAVE
TOUGHENED THEM, AND, THAT MAN WILL SAY AS THEY LOOK UPON
THE LABOR AND WROUGHT SUBSTANCE OF THEM : SEE, THIS OUR
FATHERS DID FOR

us .

II

JOHN RUSKIN
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